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(54) Method and system for controlling internal combustion engine

(57) A method of controlling an internal combustion

engine having an electromagnetically actuated intake

valve for a cylinder The controlling method comprises

(a) forming first and second control regions in accord-

ance with an engine speed of the engine, the first con-

trol region being higher in engine speed than the

second control region; (b) calculating opening and clos-

ing timings of the intake valve in synchronism with a first

cylinder synchronous signal in the first control region,

the first cylinder synchronous signal being generated In

synchronism with a stroke of an operating cycle of a cyl-

inder; (c) calculating the opening and closing timings of

the intake valve in synchronism with a second cylinder

synchronous signal in the second control region, the

second cylinder synchronous signal being generated in

synchronism with the stroke of the operating cycle of a

cylinder and after generation of the first cylinder syn-

chronous signal; and (d) controlling an amount of intake

air to be supplied to the cylinder in accordance with the

calculated opening timing of the Intake valve.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] This invention relates to method and system

for controlling an internal combustion engine provided

with electromagnetically actuated intake and exhaust

valves, and more particularly to the controlling method

and system which can suppress variation in engine

speed under Idling engine operation.

[0002] Hitherto a control technique for stabilizing

idling engine speed in an internal combustion engine

provided with electromagnetically actuated intal<e and

exhaust valves has been proposed in Japanese Patent

Provisional Publication No. 1 0-37787. According to this

conventional control technique, a control system

includes an intake and exhaust valve opening and clos-

ing timing changing means for changing at least one of

the opening and closing timings of each intake and

exhaust valves, for the purpose of regulating the idling

engine speed. Additionally, in such a conventional inter-

nal combustion engine provided with electromagneti-

cally actuated intake and exhaust valves, at least two

kinds of crank angle sensor signals are used for detect-

ing engine speed and standard position for each cylin-

der, for the purpose of setting control timings. They are

a position (POS) signal representative of a certain rota-

tional angle of a crankshaft, and a reference (REF) sig-

nal or cylinder synchronous signal representative of the

standard position in an operating cycle of each cylinder.

The position signal is generated, for example, every 1

degree of the crank angle.

[0003] In the conventional control technique on the

assumption that a Ref signal (pulse) represents the

intake stroke for a specified cylinder, the opening and

closing timings of the intake valve for this cylinder are

calculated and set at the timing in synchronism with a

Ref signal which Is generated two or three Ref signals

before the Ref signal representative of the intake stroke

for the specified cylinder. Here, the reason why the cal-

culation and setting are made in synchronism with such

a considerably preceding Ref signal and not in synchro-

nism with the Immediately preceding Ref signal is to

ensure a certain software prosecution time even in a

high engine speed operating range where the interval

between the adjacent Ref signals is relatively short, in

the control system in which the calculating and setting

of the opening and closing timings of the Intake valve is

usually carried out using a software in a microprocessor

as an electronic control unit.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] Drawbacks have been encountered in the

above conventional control technique, in which the

opening and closing timing of the intake valve are calcu-

lated and set always in synchronism with the Ref signal

generated two or three Ref signals before the Ref signal

representative of the intake stroke for the specified cyl-

inder, regardless of engine speed of the conventional

engine provided with the electromagnetically actuated

intake and exhaust valves. Accordingly, in a low engine

5 speed operating range such as Idling, a considerable

time has lapsed from calculation and setting of the

opening and closing timing of the intake valve to actual

opening and closing of this intake valve to suck air into

the cylinder, so that engine speed may be lowered dur-

10 ing this considerable time. However, such a lowered

engine speed cannot be corrected, and therefore stabil-

ity of engine revolution is degraded in the low engine

speed operating range, particularly at idling.

[0005] In addition, In the engine provided with the

15 electromagnetically actuated intake valves, each intake

valve is operated to open and close at the previously set

opening and closing timings. Accordingly, when the

engine speed is lowered, the opening and closing time

durations of the intake valve are relatively shortened to

20 movement of the piston, as compared with a conven-

tional internal combustion engine provided with cam-

operated intake valves and arranged such that the

opening and closing time durations of the intake valve

are momentarily increased or decreased under the

25 action of the cam operated in synchronism with the pis-

ton. Thus, in the engine provided with the electromag-

netically actuated intake valves, the amount of intake air

to be sucked into the cylinder is further lowered thereby

further lowering the engine speed.

30 [0006] Therefore, it is an object of the present

invention to provide improved method and system for

controlling an internal combustion engine provided with

electromagnetically actuated engine valves, which can

effectively overcome drawbacks encountered in con-

35 ventional controlling methods and systems for an inter-

nal combustion engine of the same type.

[0007] Another object of the present invention is to

provide an improved method and system for controlling

an internal combustion engine provided with electro-

40 magnetically actuated engine valves, which can effec-

tively suppress an engine speed variation during a low

engine speed operation such as idling, thereby achiev-

ing stable idling operation of the engine.

[0008] A first aspect of the present invention

45 resides in a method of controlling an internal combus-

tion engine having an electromagnetically actuated

intake valve for a cylinder, comprising: (a) forming first

and second control regions in accordance with an

engine speed of the engine, the first control region

50 being higher in engine speed than the second control

region; (b) calculating opening and closing timings of

the intake valve in synchronism with (at a timing syn-

chronized with) a first cylinder synchronous signal in the

first control region, the first cylinder synchronous signal

55 being generated in synchronism with a stroke of an

operating cycle of a cylinder; (c) calculating the opening

and closing timings of the intake, valve in synchronism

with a second cylinder synchronous signal in the sec-

2
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ond control region, the second cylinder synchronous

signal being generated in synchronism with the stroke

of the operating cycle of a cylinder and after generation

of the first cylinder synchronous signal; and (d) control-

ling an annount of intake air to be supplied to the cylinder

in accordance with the.calculated opening timing of the

intake valve.

[0009] A second aspect of the present Invention

resides in a method of controlling an internal combus-

tion engine having first, second and third cylinders

whose operating cycles are carried out in the sequence
set forth, the third cylinder being provided with an elec-

tromagnetically actuated intake valve, the method com-
prising: (a) forming first and second control regions in

accordance with an engine speed of the engine, the first

control region being higher in engine speed than the

second control region; (b) calculating opening and clos-

ing timings of the intake valve in synchronism with a first

cylinder synchronous signal in the first control region,

the first cylinder synchronous signal being generated in

synchronism with a stroke of an operating cycle of the

first cylinder and before the stroke of the operating cycle

of the third cylinder; (c)ca!culating the opening and clos-

ing timings of the intake valve in synchronism with a

second cylinder synchronous signal in the second con-

trol region, the second cylinder synchronous signal

being generated in synchronism with the stroke of the

operating cycle of the second cylinder and after genera-

tion of the first synchronous signal, the second cylinder

synchronous signal being generated before the stroke

of the operating cycle of the third cylinder; and (d) con-

trolling an amount of intake air to be supplied to the cyl-

inder in accordance with the calculated opening timing

of the intake valve.

[0010] A third aspect of the present invention

resides in a method of controlling an internat combus-
tion engine having an electromagnetically actuated

intake valve for a cylinder, comprising: (a) calculating

opening and closing timings of the intake valve in syn-

chronism with a first cylinder synchronous signal which

is generated in synchronism with a stroke of an operat-

ing cycle of a cylinder; and (b) again calculating at least

the closing timing of the intake valve in synchronism

with a second cylinder synchronous signal when an

idling engine speed is lowered after generation of the

first cylinder synchronous signal so as to maintain the

idling engine speed at a predetermined level, the sec-

ond cylinder synchronous signal being generated in

synchronism with the stroke of the operating cycle of a

cylinder and after generation of the first cylinder syn-

chronous signal.

[0011] A fourth aspect of the present invention

resides in a method of controlling an internal combus-
tion engine having an electromagnetically actuated

intake valve for a cylinder, comprising: (a) providing an

electromagnetic actuator having an opening-side elec-

tromagnet which causes the intake valve to open upon

flowing current therethrough and close upon interrup-

tion of the current; and (b) causing current to flow

through the opening-side electromagnet of the electro-

magnetic actuator after interruption of flow of the current

to the opening-side electromagnet, when an engine

5 speed of the engine is lowered after a closing timing of

the intake valve is set.

[0012] A fifth aspect of the present invention

resides in a control system for an internal combustion

engine having an electromagnetically actuated intake

10 valve for a first cylinder. The control system comprises

an engine speed sensor for detecting an engine speed

of the engine, and a cylinder synchronous signal sensor

for detecting cylinder synchronous signals which corre-

spond to predetermined timings of operating cycles of

15 the first cylinder and other cylinders, respectively. Addi-

tionally, a control unit is provided to be configured to

perform (a) detemnining a plurality of control regions in

accordance with the engine speed detected by the

engine speed sensor, and (b)calculating and setting

20 opening and closing timings of the intake valve for the

first cylinder, in synchronism with different cylinder syn-

chronous signals respectively in the different control

regions.

25 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013]

Rg. 1 is a schematic illustration of a first embodi-

30 ment of a control system for ah internal combustion

engine, according to the present Invention;

Rg. 2A is a graphical representation including tim-

ing charts showing various timings in a high engine

speed operating region in the engine of Fig. 1

;

35 Rg. 2B is a graphteal representation including tim-

ing charts showing various timings In a low engine

speed operating region in the engine of Fig. 1

;

Rg. 3 is a flowchart showing an operation of the

control system of Fig. 1

;

40 Rg. 4 is a timing chart for a control of opening and

closing timings of an intake valve in an Idling engine

speed control in a second embodiment of the con-

trol system according to the present invention;

Rg. 5 is a graphical representation including timing

45 charts showing various timings, for another control

of opening and closing timings of the intake valve in

the idling engine speed control in the second

embodiment, in which an item (a) indicates a wave
form of current to be supplied to an opening-side

so electromagnet of an electromagnetic actuator; an

Item (b) indicates a wave form of current to be sup-

plied to a closing-side electromagnet of the electro-

magnetic actuator; an item (c) indicates a variation

in valve lift of the intake valve; and an item (d) indi-

55 cates a variation in amount of intake air to be sup-

plied to a cylinder of the engine;

Rg. 6 is a flowchart showing an operation of the

control system of the second embodiment; and

BNSDOCID: <EP 1065349A2J_>
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Fig. 7 is a schematic cross-sectional view of the

electromagnetic actuator for the intalce valve, form-

ing part of the second embodiment of the control

system.

5

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0014] Refen^ing now to Fig. 1, a first embodiment

of a control system for an internal combustion engine,

according to the present invention is illustrated by the io

reference character C. The control system C is Incorpo-

rated with the internal combustion engine 10. The

engine 10 includes an engine main body 11 which has

a plurality of engine cylinders 12. though only one cylin-

der 12 is shown. A piston 13 is disposed in each cylin- is

der 1 2 in a reciprocating manner, defining a combustion

chamber 12a in the cylinder 12. The engine main body

1 1 is fomned with an intai<e port 14 and an exhaust port

15 which are respectively connected with an intake air

passageway 1 6 and an exhaust gas passageway 1 7. 20

[0015] Electromagnetically actuated intake and

exhaust valves 1 8, 1 9 are movably disposed respec-

tively to the intake and exhaust ports 14. 1 5. The intake

valve 1 8 is opened to establish communication between

the intake port 14 and the cylinder 12 or the combustion 25

chamber 12a, and closed to block the same communi-

cation. The exhaust valve 19 is opened to establish

communication between the exhaust port 15 and the

cylinder 12 or the combustion chamber 12a, and closed

to block the same communication. The intake and 30

exhaust valves 18, 19 are drivably connected respec-

tively to electromagnetic actuators 20, 21. The electro-

magnetic actuator 20 actuates the intake valve 1 8 to

cause the intake valve 1 8 to open or close. The electro-

magnetic actuator 21 actuates the exhaust valve 19 to 35

cause the exhaust valve 1 9 to open or close.

[001 6] An intake air amount sensor 22 and a throttle

valve 23 are provided In the intake air passageway 1 6.

The intake air amount sensor 22 is measured the

amount of intake air flowing through the intake air pas- 40

sageway 1 6 and generates a signal S2 representative

of the intake air amount. The throttle valve 23 is in a

generally fully opened state under normal engine oper-

ating conditions, so that control of the intake air amount

for each cylinder 12 can be accomplished by controlling 45

opening and dosing timings of the intake valve 18. The

exhaust gas passageway 17 is provided with a three-

way catalytic converter 24.

[001 7] A fuel injector valve 25 and a spark plug 26

are provided projecting in the combustion chamber 12a. so

The fuel injector valve 25 is for injecting fuel into the

combustion chamber 12a so as to form air-fuel mixture

within the combustion chamber 12a. The spark plug 26

is to produce spark so as to ignite the air-fuel mixture

within the combustion chamber 1 2a. ss

[0018] A crank angle sensor 27 is provided to

detect a rotational angle of a crankshaft (not shown) or

a camshaft of the engine main body 1 1 . The crank angle

349 A2 6

sensor 27 is a non-contact rotational angle sensor, for

example, of the magnetic type or the photoelectric type.

The crank angle sensor 27 is adapted to generate a

REF (reference) signal, and a POS (position) signal.

The REF signal Is generated, for example, at each

crank angle of 720 degrees for the purpose of providing

the starting point of spark timing of the spark plug 25

and at each crank angle of 1 80 degrees for the purpose

of identifying the respective cylinders 1 2 in case that the

engine 10 is a four-cylinder engine. The POS signal is

generated, for example, at each crank angle of 1

degree, for example, for the purpose of counting the

spark timing of the spark plug 26 and the opening and

closing timings of the intake and exhaust valves 18, 19

from the REF signal serving as the starting point. The

REF signals and the POS signal are output as a signal

S4 as shown in Fig. 1

.

[0019] An electronic control unit (ECU) 30 is pro-

vided to control the engine main body 1 1 and includes a

crank angle sensor signal processing section 31 which

is adapted to process REF and POS signals (corre-

sponding to a signal S4) output from the crank angle

sensor 27 and generate an engine speed signal repre-

sentative of engine speed of the engine 1 0. a Ref signal

representative of a standard timing or position of the

piston 13 in each cylinder 12 (which signal corresponds

to the above REF signal), and a 1 degree signal repre-

sentative of the rotational angle of 1 degree of the crank

shaft (which signal corresponds to the above POS sig-

nal). A control region deciding section 32 is provided

fonning part of the electronically control unit 30 and

adapted to decide as to whether the engine 10 is in a

high engine speed operating region (first control region)

or in a low engine speed operating region (second con-

trol region) in accordance with the engine speed signal.

A cylinder synchronous signal selecting section 33 is

provided forming part of the electronic control unit 30

and adapted to select cylinder synchronous signals

which are in synchronism with (or synchronized with)

the above Ref signal, in accordance with the decided

engine speed operating region. The opening and clos-

ing timings of the intake valve 1 8 is calculated and set at

the cylinder synchronous signals. A valve timing calcu-

lating section 34 forming part of the electronic control

system 30 is adapted to calculate the opening and clos-

ing timings of the intake and exhaust valves in synchro-

nism with the cylinder synchronous signal selected in

the cylinder synchronous signal selecting section 33.

The valve timing calculating section 34 is also adapted

to set the calculated opening and closing timings of the

intake and exhaust valves in an actuator controlling sec-

tion 35 forming part of the electronic control unit 30 and

adapted to control a cun^ent supply to the electromag-

netic actuators 20, 21 when the set opening and closing

timings of the intake and exhaust valves 18, 1 9 come.

[0020] The calculation for opening and closing tim-

ings of the intake exhaust valves in the valve timing cal-

culating section 34 is accomplished in accordance with

BNSDOCID: <EP 106634©A2J_>
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an accelerator position signal S3 representative of the

position of an accelerator pedal (not shown), an idling

condition decision signal (not shown) representative of

the condition of idling of the engine 10, and other engine

operating condition signals (not shown) representative

of other engine operating conditions of the engine 10.

This is sinnilar to that in a conventional internal combus-

tion engine provided with electromagnetically actuated

intake and exhaust valves, so that a detailed explana-

tion of the content of the calculation in the valve timing

calculating section 34 is omitted for the purpose of sim-

plicity of illustration. It will be understood that the throttle

valve 23 is adapted to be controlled by a control signal

SI (representative of various engine operating condi-

tions) output from the electronic control unit 30.

[0021 ] A control manner of the opening and closing

timings of the intake valve 1 8 under control of the elec-

tronic control unit 30 will be discussed with reference to

Figs. 2A and 2B. Fig. 2A shows an example of the con-

trol manner in the high engine speed operating region,

while Fig. 2B shows an example of the control manner

in the low engine speed operating region, in which the

control manner is for one cylinder 12 for the purpose of

simplicity of illustration. In Figs. 2A and 2B, the Ref sig-

nals at items (a) and (e) are the cylinder synchronous

signals which have been output from the crank angle

sensor signal processing section 31 and shaped, and

represent the top dead centers in the intake strokes in

respective (four) cylinders 12. Figs. 2A and 2B are tim-

ing charts and depict calculation of the opening and

closing timings of the intake valve (at items (b) and (f)),

setting the opening and dosing timings of the intake

valve (at items (c) and (g)) and actuation of the intake

valve (at items (d) and (h)), respectively in the high and

low engine speed operating regions, for the cylinder 12

whose top dead center in intake stroke is indicated by

the Ref signal C.

[0022] In the high engine speed operating region

shown in Fig. 2A, the calculation of the opening and

closing timings of the intake valve is made in synchro-

nism with (at a timing synchronized with) the Ref signal

A which is two Ref signals before the Ref signal C, as

indicated at the item (b) in which Tx represents a time

duration required for this calculation. Then, the calcu-

lated opening and closing timings of the intake valve are

set in the actuator controlling section 35 in synchronism

with the Ref signal B following the Ref signal A, as indi-

cated at the item (c) in which Ty represents a time dura-

tion required for setting the timings. Thereafter, the

intake valve is actuated to open and close at the set

opening and closing timings in synchronism with the Ref

signal C (serving as the standard timing) following the

Ref signal B, as indicated at the item (d).

[0023] In the low engine speed operating region as

shown in Fig. 2B. the calculation of the opening and

closing timings of the intake valve is made in synchro-

nism with the Ref signal B which is one Ref signal

before the Ref signal C, as indicated at the item (f) in

»5 349 A2 8

which Tx represents the time duration required for this

calculation. Upon lapse of a certain time after the calcu-

lation or upon lapse of a certain rate of a period of gen-

eration of the Ref signal after the calculation, the

5 calculated opening and closing timing of the intake

valve are set in the actuator controlling section 35, as

indicated at the item (g) in which Ty represents the time

duration required for setting the timings. Then, the

intake valve is actuated to open and close at the set

10 opening and closing timings in synchronism with the Ref

signal C (serving as the standard timing) following the

Ref signal. B, as indicated at the item (h) in which Tc
represents a time duration between a time of outputting

of the Ref signal C and a time of the intake valve closing

15 timing (IVC). The intake valve opening timing is repre-

sented by IVO.

[0024] The above control manner for the engine 10

will be discussed with reference to a flowchart shown in

Rg. 3 which is in a case of using the electronic control

20 unit 30 constituted of a microprocessor.

[0025] First, the signals of the crank angle sensor

27 are detected at a step S10. Then, the engine speed

Ne is calculated in accordance with the signals of the

crank angle sensor 27.

25 [0026] Subsequentiy, a decision is made as to

whether the engine operating condition is put into the

high engine speed operating region (first control region)

or into the low engine speed operating region (second

control region), upon comparison of the engine speed

30 Ne with a threshold engine speed or value Nth (ranging

from 500 to 1 000 r.p.m.), at a step S30.

[0027] In case that the engine speed Ne is lower

than the threshold value Nth, it is decided that the

engine is operated in the low engine speed operating

35 region. Then, the opening timing (IVO) and closing tim-

ing (IVC) of the intake valve are calculated in synchro-

nism with the Ref signal B, at a step S40. Upon lapse of

the certain time after the calculation or upon lapse of the

certain rate of the period of the Ref signal after the cal-

40 culation, the opening and closing timing of the intake

valve are set at a step S50. Subsequentiy, when the

opening timing (IVO) comes, the electromagnetic actua-

tor 20 is controlled to actuate or open the intake valve at

a step S80. Thereafter, the closing timing (IVC) of the

45 intake valve comes, the electromagnetic actuator 20 is

controlled to actuate or close the intake valve at a step

S70, followed by returning a flow of the flowchart.

[0028] In case that the engine speed Ne is not lower

than the threshold valve Nth as a result of the decision

50 at the step S30, it is decided that the engine is operated

in the high engine speed operating region. Then, the

opening timing (IVO) and closing timing (IVC) of the

intake valve are calculated in synchronism with the Ref

signal A at a step S80. Subsequently, the opening and

55 closing timings of the intake valve are set in synchro-

nism with the Ref signal B at a step 890, followed by the

flow going to the step 860.

[0029] As discussed above, according to this

5
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embodiment, the cylinder synchronous signal for calcu-

lating the opening and closing timings of the intake

valve Is changed over In accordance with the high or low

engine speed operating range. Specifically, the opening
and closing timings of the intake valve are calculated In

synchronism with the Ref signal A which is two Ref sig-

nals before the Ref signal C with whtoh the intake valve

is actuated in the high engine speed operating region,

while the opening and closing timings of the intake valve

are calculated in synchronism with the Ref signal B
which Is one Ref signal before the Ref signal C with

which the intake valve is actuated. Accordingly, a high

precision control for the opening and closing timings of

the intake valve can be accomplished as compared with

a case where calculation of the opening and closing tim-

ings of an intake valve is made always in synchronism
with the Ref signal A.

[0030] The threshold engine speed Nth as a stand-

ard for deciding the high or low engine speed operating

region is preferably set at a value near an Idling engine
speed, thereby effectively preventing the idling engine

speed from lowering owing to disturbance and/or

increased engine load thus stabilizing the idling engine
speed at a high accuracy.

[0031] While the engine operation has been shown
and described as being divided into the high and low

(two) engine operating regions, it will be understood that

the engine operation may not be limited to be divided

into two engine operating regions and therefore may be
divided into three or more engine operating regions in

which different cylinder synchronous signals are

selected as standards for calculating the opening and
dosing timings of the intake valve, for the respective

engine operating regions.

[0032] Next, a second embodiment of the control

system C according to the present invention will be dis-

cussed with reference to Figs. 4 to 6. The control sys-

tem C of this embodiment and the engine 10 are the

same in construction as those of the first embodiment,
and therefore the detailed explanation of them are omit-

ted, in which the electronic control unit 30 is constituted

of a microprocessor. The control system C includes the

electromagnetic actuators 20 for the intake valves 18.

Each of the electromagnetic actuators 20 is arranged as
shown In Rg. 7 and includes an opening-side electro-

magnet 20a which has a coil (no numeral) and is

adapted to attract downward an armature 20b con-
nected to the intake valve 18 upon being supplied with

so-called catching cunrent so as to open the Intake valve

18. The opening-side electromagnet 20a can hold the

armature 20b at a neutral position shown in Fig. 7 upon
being supplied with so-called holding current (in an ON
state). Such a holding state at the neutral position can
be released upon interrupting the holding cun-ent (in an
OFF state). A closing-side electromagnet 20c is dis-

posed on the opposite side of the armature 20b relative

to the opening-side electromagnet 20a and has a coil

(no numeral). The closing-side electromagnet 20c is

adapted to attract upward the armature 20b connected

to the intake valve 18 upon being supplied with so-

called catching current so as to close the intake valve

18. The closing-side electromagnet 20a can hold the

5 armature 20b at the neutral position shown in Fig. 7
upon being supplied with so-called holding current (in

an ON state). Such a holding state at the neutral posi-

tion can be released upon interrupting the holding cur-

rent (in an OFF state). An opening-side and closing-side

10 springs 20d, 20e are respectively disposed to bias

upward and downward the armature 20b. It will be
understood that the electromagnetic actuator 21 of each
exhaust valve 19 has a similar arrangement to that of

the electromagnetic actuator 20 of each intake valve 1 8.

15 [0033] A manner of an idling engine speed control

according to this embodiment is illustrated in Fig. 4
which is a timing chart for calculation of the opening and
closing timings of the intake valve 1 8.

[0034] As depicted in Fig. 4, assume that an engine
20 speed change Is made as indicated as a curve In the

upper part of the Fig. 4. The Ref signal is the cylinder

synchronous signal which has been output from the

crank angle sensor signal processing section 31 and
shaped, and represents the top dead center (or the

25 standard timing) In the intake stroke in respective (four)

cylinders 12, similarly to that in the first embodiment.

[0035] Here, it will be understood that a time

required for a crank shaft rotation of 1 80 degrees can be
obtained by measuring a time between the Ref signal

30 Immediately before the Ref signal A and the Ref signal

A. In accordance with the thus obtained time, an engine
speed (Nel = 1 / (2tA) ) at the timing of the Ref signal A
can be calculated. Similarly, the engine speed
(Ne2 = 1 / (2tB) ) at the timing of the Ref signal B and

35 the engine speed ( NeS = 1 / (2tC) ) at the timing of the

Ref signal C can be calculated.

[0036] Subsequently explanation will be made for a
calculation timing of the opening and closing timings of

the Intake valve 18 in the cylinder whose Intake stroke

40 generates the Ref signal C serving as the standard tim-

ing. First, the opening and closing timings (IVO, IVC) of

the intake valve is calculated in synchronism with the
Ref signal A. Subsequently, a decision is made as to

whether or not the engine speed at the timing of the Ref
45 signal B Is lowered relative to that at the timing of the

Ref signal A. If not lowered, the previously calculated

opening and closing timings (IVO, IVC) are set in syn-

chronism with the Ref signal B. If lowered, the opening
and closing timings (IVO, IVC) of the Intake valve 18 are

50 again calculated in synchronism with the Ref signal B
and set. As a result, the opening and closing timings of

the intake valve 18 are precisely set thereby preventing

the intake air amount from lowering when the idling

engine speed is lowered. This effectively stabilizes the

55 control of the idling engine speed. Thus, the idling

engine speed can be maintained at a predetermined
level (for example, between 500 to 600 r.p.m,).

[0037] Furthermore, a decision is made as to

6
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whether or not calculation and setting of the closing tim-

ing (IVC) of the intake valve 18 will be in time for the

closing timing of the intake valve. If will be in time for the

closing timing, the closing timing (IVC) of the intake

valve 18 is calculated and set in synchronism with the

Ref signal C.

[0038] Simultaneously with the opening and closing

of the intake valve 18 at the set IVO and IVC. an addi-

tional current pulse Ip can be commanded to be sup-

plied to the opening-side electromagnet 20a of the

electromagnetic actuator 20 shown in Fig. 7 even after

supply of the holding current to the opening-side elec-

tromagnet 20a is interrupted as indicated at item (a) in

Fig. 5, if a further engine speed lowering at the timing of

the Ref signal C occurs. This retards the closing timing

of the intake valve 1 8 thereby increasing the amount of

intake air to be supplied to the cylinder 12, thus prevent-

ing the engine speed from being lowered.

[0039] More specifically, as shown at the item or

time chart (a) in Fig. 5, the additional current pulse Ip is

supplied to the opening-side electromagnet 20a for the

intake valve 18 after the closing timing (IVC) of the

intake valve 1 8, thereby extending an opening duration

of the intake valve 18 so as to increase the amount of

intake air to be supplied to the cylinder 12. The time

chart (a) indicates a wave form of current supplied to the

opening-side electromagnet 20a of the electromagnetic

actuator 20; the time chart (b) indicates a wave form of

cun-ent supplied to the closing-side electromagnet 20c
of the electromagnetic actuator 20; the time chart (c)

indicates a curve of the valve lift of the Intake valve 18;

and the time chart (d) indicates a curve of the amount of

the intake air to be supplied to the cylinder 12.

[0040] As discussed above, if the engine speed
lowering Is detected even after the closing timing (IVC)

of the intake valve has been set, the additional cun-ent

pulse Ip can be flown or supplied to the opening-side

electromagnet 20a of the electromagnetic actuator 20

for the intake valve 1 8 even though supply of the holding

current to the electromagnet has been interrupted. This

can retard the closing timing of the intake valve by a

time At thereby increasing the amount of intake air to be

supplied to the cylinder by an amount AQ.

[0041] The above idling engine speed control for

the engine 1 0 will be discussed with reference to a flow-

chart shown in Fig. 6.

[0042] First, reading is made on an engine load cor-

responding to the accelerator position signal, an engine

load corresponding to ON or OFF of an air conditioner

(not shown), and an engine operating condition such as

an engine warm-up state, at a step SI 02. A decision is

made as to whether or not the engine loads and the

engine operating conditions meet or satisfy an idling

condition, at a step S104. If the idling condition is not

met, a flow goes to a treatment other than the idling

engine speed control.

[0043] If the idling condition is met, a target idling

engine speed (for example, ranging from 500 to 600

r.p.m.) is set in accordance with the engine load and the

engine operating condition, and the engine speed Nel

at the timing of the Ref signal A is detected in accord-

ance with the crank angle sensor signal, at a step SI 06.

5 Then, comparison is made between the engine speed
Ne1 and the target idling engine speed. In accordance

with a result of this comparison, the opening and closing

timings (IVO, IVC) of the intake valve are calculated in

synchronism with the Ref signal A, at a step SI 08.

10 [0044] Subsequently, the engine speed Ne2 at the

timing of the Ref signal B Is detected at a step S1 10,

and then comparison is made between the engine

speed Nel and the engine speed Ne2 at a step S1 12. If

the engine speed Ne2 is not lowered relative to the

15 engine speed Ne1 , the previously set opening and clos-

ing timings (IVO, IVC) are set in synchronism with the

Ref signal B at a step S1 14, upon which the flow goes

to a step SI 24. If the engine speed Ne2 is lowered rela-

tive to the engine speed Ne1, the opening and closing

20 timings (IVO, IVC) of the intake valve are again calcu-

lated in synchronism with the Ref signal B at a step

S1 16.

[0045] Then, a decision is made as to whether cal-

culation and setting of the closing timing (IVC) in syn-

25 chronism with the Ref signal C will be in time for the

closing timing of the intake valve 1 8 at a step S118. In

other words, a comparison Is made between a sum (Tx

+ Ty) of the IVC calculation time Tx and the IVC setting

time Ty and the time duration Tc (in connection with IVC

30 calculated at the step S1 16) as shown in Fig. 2B. If the

sum (Tx + Ty) < (Tc + a) , the decision is made such

that the calculation and setting will be in time for the

closing timing of the intake vaive. The symbol a repre-

sents an operational margin and is set at a value which

35 is slightly larger than the maximum value of a retarded

intake valve closing timing (IVC) due to repeated calcu-

lations. If will be not In time for the closing timing, the

flow goes to a step S1 14 so as to set the opening and
closing timings (IVO, IVC) of the intake valve in synch ro-

40 nism with the Ref signal B. If will be in time for the clos-

ing timing, the calculated opening timing (IVO) is set at

a step SI 20. Then, the closing timing (IVC) is again cal-

culated in synchronism with the Ref signal C and set at

a step S1 22. Thereafter, the flow goes to a step S1 24 at

45 which the intake valve is actuated to be opened at the

set opening timing (IVO). This is accomplished by inter-

rupting the holding current to the closing-side electro-

magnet 20c and by passing the catching current to the

opening-side electromagnet 20a.

50 [0046] Subsequently, an engine speed NeS is

detected in synchronism with the Ref signal C at a step

SI 26. Then, comparison is made between the engine

speed Ne2 and the engine speed NeS at a step SI 28. If

the engine speed NeS is lowered relative to the engine

55 speed Ne2, the command forcausing the additional cur-

rent pulse Ip to flow to the closing-side electromagnet is

made in order to extend the opening duration of the

intake valve 18 (i.e., retarding the closing timing of the

7
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intake valve) at a step SI 30. If the engine speed NeS Is

not lowered relative to th engine speed Ne2, no com-
mand for the additional current pulse Ip is made, and
the intake valve is actuated to be closed at the set dos-
ing timing (IVC) at a step S132.

[0047] Thus, If the engine speed is lowered, the
opening and closing timings (IVO, IVC) of the intake
valve are calculated synchronism with the later cylinder
synchronous signal which is generated after the preced-
ing cylinder synchronous signal (for first calculated the
opening and closing timings) taking account of the low-
ered engine speed. This can prevent the Idling engine
speed from being lowered, or restore the lowered idling
engine speed to an original level. Further, if the Idling
engine speed is lowered even after the closing timing
(IVC) of the Intake valve is set, the additional current
pulse is flown to the opening-side electromagnet of the
electromagnetic actuator after the holding cun-ent to the
opening-side electromagnet 20a is Inten-upted, thereby
retarding the closing timing of the intake valve thus to
increase the intake air amount.

[0048] While the engine 10 has been shown and
described as being of the four-cylinder type in the
embodiments. It will be understood that the principle of
the present Invention may be applied to a variety of
internal combustion engines of the other type where the
number of cylinders is other than four. Additionally, the
electromagnetic actuator shown in Fig. 7 has been
shown and described as fonning part of the second
embodiment control system, it is appreciated that the
electromagnetic actuator in the firet embodiment control
system may have the same construction as that of the
electromagnetic actuator shown in Fig. 7.

[0049] The entire contents of Japanese Patent
Applications P1 1-1 86867 (filed June 30, 1999) are
Incorporated herein by reference.

[0050] Although the invention has been described
above by reference to certain embodiments of the
invention, the invention is not limited to the embodi-
ments described above. Modifications and variations of
the embodiments described above wilt occur to those
skilled In the art, in light of the above teachings. The
scope of the invention is defined with reference to the
following claims.
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Claims
45

1. A method of controlling an Internal combustion
engine having an electromagneticaJly actuated
intake valve for a cylinder, comprising: so

forming first and second control regions in

accordance with an engine speed of the
engine, said first control region being higher in

engine speed than the second control region; ss
calculating opening and closing timings of the
intake valve in synchronism with a first cylinder
synchronous signal in said first control region,

3.

said first cylinder synchronous signal being
generated in synchronism with a stroke of an
operating cycle of a cylinder;

calculating the opening and closing timings of
the Intake valve in synchronism with a second
cylinder synchronous signal in the second con-
trol region, said second cylinder synchronous
signal being generated in synchronism with the
stroke of the operating cycle of a cylinder and
after generation of said first cylinder synchro-
nous signal; and
controlling an amount of intake air to be sup-
plied to the cylinder in accordance with the cal-
culated opening timing of the intake valve.

.
A method of controlling an internal combustion
engine having first, second and third cylindere
whose operating cycles are can-red out in the
sequence set forth, the third cylinder being pro-
vided with an electromagnetically actuated intake
valve, said method comprising:

fonning first and second control regions in

accordance with an engine speed of the
engine, said first control region being higher In

engine speed than said second control region;
calculating opening and closing timings of the
intake valve in synchronism with a first cylinder
synchronous signal in said first control region,
said first cylinder synchronous signal being
generated in synchronism with a stroke of an
operating cycle of the first cylinder and before
the stroke of the operating cycle of the third cyl-

inder;

calculating the opening and closing timings of
the intake valve in synchronism with a second
cylinder synchronous signal In the second con-
trol region, said second cylinder synchronous
signal being generated in synchronism with the
stroke of the operating cycle of the second cyl-

inder and after generation of said first synchro-
nous signal, the second cylinder synchronous
signal being generated before the stroke of the
operating cycle of the thircl cylinder; and
controlling an amount of intake air to be sup-
plied to the cylinder in accordance with the cal-
culated opening timing of the intake valve.

A method as claimed in Claim 1 , further comprising
setting a threshold engine speed which is near an
idling engine speed and resides between the first

and second control regions.

A method of controlling an internal combustion
engine having an electromagnetically actuated
intake valve for a cylinder, comprising:

calculating opening and closing timings of the

BNSDCCID: <EP 10eS349A2J_>
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intake valve in synchronism with a first cylinder

synchronous signal which is generated in syn-

chronism with a strot<e of an operating cycle of

a cylinder; and 8.

again calculating at least the closing timing of s

the intake valve in synchronism with a second

cylinder synchronous signal when an idling

engine speed is lowered after generation of the

first cylinder synchronous signal so as to main-

tain the Idling engine speed at a predetemilned io

level, said second cylinder synchronous signal

being generated in synchronism with the stroke

of the operating cycle of a cylinder and after

generation of the first cylinder synchronous sig-

nal. IS

5. A method as claimed in Claim 3, further comprising

calculating the opening and closing timings of the

intake valve in accordance with a difference

between a target idling engine speed and the idling 20

engine speed and with a changing manner of the

idling engine speed for a predetermined time period

immediately before the calculating.

6. A method of controlling an internal combustion 25

engine having an electromagnetically actuated

intake valve for a cylinder, comprising:

providing an electromagnetic actuator having

an opening-side electromagnet which causes 30

the intake valve to open upon flowing cun-ent 9.

therethrough and close upon interruption of the

cunrent; and

causing current to flow through said opening-

side electromagnet of said electromagnetic 35

actuator after interruption of flow of the current

to said opening-side electromagnet, when an

engine speed of the engine is lowered after a

closing timing of the intake valve is set.

40

7. A control system for an internal combustion engine

having an electromagnetically actuated Intake valve

for a first cylinder, comprising:

an engine speed sensor for detecting an 45

engine speed of the engine;

a cylinder synchronous signal sensor for

detecting cylinder synchronous signals which

correspond to predetermined timings of operat-

ing cycles of the first cylinder and other cylin- so

ders, respectively; and

a control unit configured to perform

determining a plurality of control regions in 10.

accordance with the engine speed detected by

the engine speed sensor, and ss

calculating and setting opening and closing

timings of the intake valve for the first cylinder,

in synchronism with different cylinder synchro-

\2 16

nous signals respectively in the different control

regions.

A control system for an internal combustion engine

having an electromagnetically actuated intake valve

for a cylinder, comprising:

a control unit configured to perform

forming first and second control regions in

accordance with an engine speed of the

engine, said first control region being higher in

engine speed than said second control region;

calculating opening and closing timings of the

intake valve in synchronism with a first cylinder

synchronous signal in said first control region,

said first cylinder synchronous signal being

generated in synchronism with a stroke of an

operating cycle of a cylinder;

calculating the opening and closing timings of

the intake valve in synchronism with a second

cylinder synchronous signal in said second

control region, said second cylinder synchro-

nous signal being generated in synchronism

with the stroke of the operating cycle of a cylin-

der and after generation of the first cylinder

synchronous signal; and

controlling an amount of intake air to be sup-

plied to the cylinder in accordance with the cal-

culated opening timing of the intake valve.

A control system for an internal combustion engine

having an electromagnetically actuated intake valve

for a cylinder, comprising:

a control unit configured to perform

calculating opening and closing timings of the

intake valve in synchronism with a first cylinder

synchronous signal which is generated in syn-

chronism with a stroke of an operating cycle of

a cylinder; and

again calculating at least the closing timing of

the intake valve in synchronism with a second

cylinder synchronous signal when an idling

engine speed is lowered after generation of

said first cylinder synchronous signal so as to

maintain the idling engine speed at a predeter-

mined level, said second cylinder synchronous

signal being generated in synchronism with the

stroke of the operating cycle of a cylinder and

after generation of the first cylinder synchro-

nous signal.

A control system for an internal combustion engine

having an electromagnetically actuated intake valve

for a cylinder, comprising:

an electromagnetic actuator having an open-

ing-side electromagnet which causes the
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Intake valve to open upon flowing cun-ent there-
through and dose upon intenxiption of the cur-
rent; and

a control unit configured to cause the current to
flow through said opening-side electromagnet
of said electromagnetic actuator after inteniip-

tion of flow of the current to the opening-side
electromagnet, when an engine speed of the
engine is lowered after a closing timing of the
intake valve is set

11. A control system for an Internal combustion engine
having an electromagnetically actuated intake valve
for a cylinder, comprising:

nous signal.

13. A control i -srem for an intemal combustion engine
having an eK.:;tromagnetically actuated intake valve
for a cylinder, comprising:

an electromagnetic actuator having an open-
ing-side electromagnet which causes the
intake valve to open upon flowing current there-
through and close upon Interruption of the cur-
rent; and

means for causing the current to flow through
said opening-side electromagnet of said elec-
tromagnetic actuator after interruption of flow of
the current to the opening-side electromagnet,
when an engine speed of the engine is lowered
after a closing timing of the intake valve is set.

means for fomriing first and second control
regions In accordance with an engine speed of
the engine, said first control region being
higher in engine speed than said second con-
trol region; 20
means for calculating opening and closing tim-
ings of the Intake valve in synchronism with a
first cylinder synchronous signal in the first con-
trol region, said first cylinder synchronous sig-
nal being generated in synchronism with a ss
stroke of an operating cycle of a cylinder;

means for calculating the opening and closing
timings of the intake valve in synchronism with
a second cylinder synchronous signal in the
second control region, said second cylinder 30
synchronous signal being generated In syn-
chronism with the stroke of the operating cycle
of a cylinder and after generation of the first cyl-

inder synchronous signal; and
means for controlling an amount of intake air to 3S
be supplied to the cylinder in accordance with
the calculated opening timing of the intake
valve.

12. A control system for an internal combustion engine 40
having an electromagnetically actuated intake valve
for a cylinder, comprising:

means for calculating opening and closing tim-
ings of the intake valve In synchronism with a 4s
first cylinder synchronous signal which is gen-
erated In synchronism with a stroke of an oper-
ating cycle of a cylinder; and
means for again calculating at least the closing
timing of the intake valve in synchronism with a so
second cylinder synchronous signal when an
idling engine speed is lowered after generation
of the first cylinder synchronous signal so as to
maintain the Idling engine speed at a predeter-
mined level, said second cylinder synchronous ss
signal being generated in synchronism with the
stroke of the operating cycle of a cylinder and
after generation of the first cylinder synchro-
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FIG.2A
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FIG.3
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1. claims: 1-3,5,7.8.11

Method or control system for controlling a
electromagnetlcally actuated intake valve comprising:

? plurality of control regions in accordance

f i?„^^^^?^"^Tf*'• <=f»cu1atlng the openmg and closing
''^1^® ^" synchronism with different

SJtSl%eJi!
respectively in the different

2. claims: 4,9,12

Method or control system for controlling a
electromagnetlcally actuated intake valve comprising:
calculating the opening and closing timings of the intake

whlnM^iH^'''''^'"'!'"
"^^'^ * iynchroSoufsfSSal aSS?when an idling engine speed is lowered calculatina

sS^2Kr«Ml:S*!J.*K^
"^'''^"9 timing of ?he inUke iallfsynchronism with a second synchronous signal.

3. claims: 6,10, 13

Method or control system for controlling a
electromagnetically actuated intake valve comprising-
providing an electromagnetic actuator having an opening-sideelectromagnet •...! and causing current to flow ' t JhJn

®

an engine speed of the engine Is lowered ' ,
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